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Conclusion
A war is being waged in the cybercriminal underground and across online devices, a war in which the most affected devices are routers. Even as they sit quietly in many homes around the world, routers are the battleground for a portion of cybercriminals today. Cybercriminals collect infected routers in what are known as botnets, specifically internet-of-things (IoT) botnets. The most powerful botnet has the greatest number of routers, fueling the battle for resources among cybercriminal groups.

In this research paper, we examine the nature of this so-called worm war and the groups that are waging it. We first look into the three main source codebases that have spawned numerous pieces of botnet malware: Mirai, Kaiten, and Qbot. These bot source codebases, which are readily available on the internet, allow malicious actors to snatch control of affected devices even from competing cybercriminal groups. We then explore the accessibility of IoT botnets as illustrated by their market in the cybercriminal underground. Finally, we present a case study to demonstrate one of the many ways botnets are used by cybercriminal groups.

With this research paper, we hope to help inform users who are caught in the crossfire of this war. We also aim to help users learn how to protect their routers and other connected devices — especially in a time when these devices are all the more essential to maintaining connectivity in homes, whether for work or otherwise.
Introduction

One would be forgiven for thinking that surely there must be critical devices other than routers that cybercriminals could profit from targeting. The reality, however, is that being able to take over home routers is already advantageous to many cybercriminals since there are a number of ways to monetize infected routers.

Cybercriminals often use infected routers to launch distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks on third parties. This is a tried and tested form of online extortion — making a machine on the internet inaccessible and refusing to stop doing so until a fee is paid. This is even more relevant nowadays, in a time when many businesses rely on their e-commerce revenue to survive.

Cybercriminals also use infected routers to let other people access the internet through them. In doing so, cybercriminals can use these channels to cover their tracks and essentially frame innocent victims: Any wrongdoing committed by cybercriminals while using an infected router will implicate the device owner’s IP address.

With enough infected routers, cybercriminals could form powerful botnets to sell as individual services. “We can DDoS anybody on the internet and bring down their website,” or “We can let you access the internet anonymously by means of some random IP address,” their ads promise on some cybercriminal underground forums.

In summary, infected routers mean money. The more routers cybercriminals take over, the more power their botnet accumulates and, ultimately, the more lucrative the botnet becomes. Therefore, cybercriminals compete to take over as many routers as they can. As soon as a group of cybercriminals infects a router, they usually uninstall preexisting malware infections. They do not do this, though, to assume the role of heroic outlaws in the manner of Robin Hood, where a crime is committed to stop a greater evil. It is merely a case of thief versus thief, where both parties compete over potential victims. To be clear, there is no technical reason that a device could not be infected by different pieces of botnet malware. It is just that botnet owners simply do not want to share the bandwidth of an infected router with other botnet owners.

There is another nasty side effect for end users after their routers become infected. Whenever an IP address is flagged as being part of an active IoT botnet, it will often turn up in blacklists for different security solutions. If blacklisted, the victims’ machines would not only be carrying out or facilitating crime, but they would also be unable to properly access parts of the internet — or the environment of the victims’ own companies, for that matter. In today’s world, where numerous people are working from home, the security of home routers is even more critical.
What the Numbers Show

There are millions of routers around the world, with more being added or some taken offline every moment. The widespread and disparate nature of routers makes it impossible for a single holistic view of all the routers that are infected globally. However, solutions such as the Trend Micro™ Home Network Security software track several data points that indicate the overall growth of botnets over time. Two that we think are among the most directly relevant are brute-force login attempts and Telnet login attempts.

In a brute-force login attempt, a malicious actor aims to gain access to a device by guessing the necessary password. This is systematically done using a program that tries every possible password until one finally works. With IoT devices such as routers, it is often a fairly quick process since many routers use publicly known default passwords. Specific to botnets, brute-force logins might be part of a botnet that is trying to log in to additional routers so as to widen its presence and effectiveness. As previously mentioned, the more routers a botnet accumulates, the more powerful it becomes and the more money it earns its owner.

According to Trend Micro’s telemetry, as visualized in Figure 1, brute-force login attempts on routers grew steadily in 2019. The growth was incremental at first, until October. Beginning in that month, the figures drastically increased and pushed the numbers in a different ballpark altogether. We cannot say for sure how many of these login attempts came from routers, but routers are the likeliest source of and explanation for such a spike in attempts. The war for botnet control has shifted, becoming more powerful and abusing more routers than ever before.
Telnet activity related to IoT worms or botnet malware paints a similar picture. Telnet is another means used by malicious actors to extend the reach of their IoT botnets. Telnet data points can provide further insight into the magnitude of this recent phenomenon. Although we do not have data specific to infected routers, Telnet login attempts can serve as a proxy statistic. While Telnet is not as widely used today as in the past, IoT devices still largely rely on it for its remote access capabilities. Telnet communication is unencrypted, making it easy for a malicious actor or a botnet to sniff user credentials. Botnets can thus use this open protocol to further spread by infecting more routers.

Trying to open Telnet sessions with other devices is not normal behavior for a router and is an earmark of an infection attempt. We can therefore use this metric as a close indicator of the “number of infected routers.” In Figure 2, which is based on Trend Micro’s telemetry from July 2019 to April 2020, the bars represent Telnet connection attempts, and the line represents the sources of those attempts, which we consider to be the number of infected devices. At the peak of the latter metric, nearly 16,000 devices were attempting to open Telnet sessions with other IoT devices in a single week. This could indicate that previous activity meant to grow a botnet’s size had been successful, allowing active botnets to have a larger number of devices under their control than previously possible.
From the two data indicators, we see that IoT botnet activity is on the rise. Now we take a look at the most popular botnet malware families and analyze whether they have ways that they use in common to “clean up” an existing infection soon after they infect a router. As part of our ongoing IoT botnet research, we have observed that there are three main bot source codebases that are most often used by cybercriminal groups and script kiddies: Mirai, Kaiten, and Qbot. The codes for these three are all freely available, that is, any enterprising crook can easily download, modify, and recompile them to start infecting routers and create their own IoT botnet. As we discuss in the succeeding sections, these three form the basis of and are the main cyberweapons in the ongoing router turf war.
Mirai: The Grandfather

Among the three, Mirai is the most common code we see — and with good reason. Mirai, a botnet malware family that came out in late 2016, changed the landscape of IoT threats. A computer science major from New Jersey created the malware, with some help from others, to see how DDoS attacks could be monetized.1, 2, 3 This led to one of the most crippling DDoS attacks in recent history. The original Mirai botnet malware was responsible for the DDoS attack, on Sept. 20, 2016, that caused an outage of four days to the Krebs on Security website. Reaching 620 gigabits per second (Gbps), this attack was so damaging that the site’s content delivery network provider, Akamai, could not keep up with it and had to stop servicing the targeted website.4, 5

Mirai was built with the purpose of being a DDoS tool for sale to aid in “DDoSing” gamers and to monetize their fights with one another.6 The first attack, observed on Sept. 19, 2016, was on the French internet service provider (ISP) OVH, which, as it turned out, was hosting many online games (most notably Minecraft).7 Shortly after this attack, the Mirai source code was posted online. The largest DDoS attack from Mirai came nearly a month after the initial attack, on Oct. 12, 2016, when the malware was used against Dyn, a Domain Name System (DNS) hosting provider. This attack took down many services that people around the globe use daily, including Netflix, Reddit, and Twitter.8

Once the author open-sourced the botnet code, the IoT malware landscape was forever changed. The ability to add new hard-coded credentials and other exploits to the codebase enabled novice attackers to make new Mirai variants that were more effective and aggressive. For many, the Mirai code in some ways became their “gateway drug” into the cybercriminal community.

Currently, Trend Micro tracks many variants of Mirai. Some of these came out shortly after the code was open-sourced, while others are more recent variants, including ones that surfaced in the last year. The main reason that there is a narrow range of IoT botnet malware families is because attackers tend to gravitate toward the handful of very effective existing frameworks, such as Mirai.

Given the huge variability among all the variants, it is difficult to generalize Mirai’s features. What we can be sure of is that some of these variants do have the capability to clean up previous infections in order to completely “own” an infected router. This is a feature that can be divisive for cybercriminals who develop and use the Mirai code.
In fact, the original Mirai source code has the capability of killing other processes. The screenshot of the Mirai source code shown in Figure 4, for example, shows the default configuration for killing processes that match the string “.anime”, tied to the Anime IoT malware.\(^9\)

```c
add_entry(TABLE_KILLER_SAFE, ^x4A|x56|x57|x51|x41|x80|x81|x58|x4D|x57|x56|x57|x8C
add_entry(TABLE_KILLER_PROK, ^x8D|x52|x58|x4D|x41|x80|x22", 7);      
add_entry(TABLE_KILLER_Xit, ^x8D|x47|x5A|x47|x22", 5);         
add_entry(TABLE_KILLER_DELETED, ^x8D|x5A|x46|x47|x47|x56|x47|x46|x8B|x22", 11); 
add_entry(TABLE_KILLER_FD, ^x8D|x44|x40|x22", 4);             
add_entry(TABLE_KILLER_ANIME, ^x8C|x43|x46|x48|x47|x22", 7);  
```

Figure 4. Mirai source code settings that kill the Anime malware

The piece of code that effectively kills matching processes is shown in Figure 5. In the code snippet, Mirai uses the `kill()` Linux system function to effectively send the `SIG_KILL (9)` signal to the desired processes.
Figure 5. Part of the Mirai source code that ends the processes of competing malware

This feature in the most popular IoT botnet malware shows how Mirai is also being used as a weapon in the turf war among cybercriminals in order to displace other pieces of botnet malware from an infected router and thus collect as many bots as possible in a single botnet. This field is also highly configurable, so variants of Mirai can modify it to take out other variants, often belonging to rival cybercriminal groups.
Kaiten: A Tsunami of Attacks

Kaiten is not quite well known to the public, but it is nonetheless a popular botnet malware family among cybercriminals and script kiddies alike. Kaiten, which has been open-source since 2001,\(^\text{10}\) was one of the earliest IoT botnet malware families, with variants that remain popular today. Its communication with its command-and-control (C&C) servers is based on the popular IRC (Internet Relay Chat) protocol, allowing infected devices to receive commands from an IRC channel hard-coded within the Kaiten binaries. These can be compiled for a variety of hardware platforms, namely SH4, PowerPC, MIPSel, MIPS, and ARM.

![Disassembly from Kaiten](image)

Figure 6. An example of disassembly from Kaiten, where the IRC channel is “#BigBoatz”

Kaiten, also known as Tsunami, got its name from a trojan of the same name,\(^\text{11}\) whose code the botnet malware seems to be based on. In fact, Kaiten shares the IRC and DDoS capabilities of the original Kaiten trojan, although the botnet malware uses the same infection script as a previous, less well-known piece of botnet malware called HeavyAidra.\(^\text{12}\) This Python script has the capability of infecting devices by brute-forcing Telnet services. It also allows a malicious actor to, as indicated in Figure 8, choose the hardware architecture being targeted (lines 21 to 26) and set the download server (line 30).

```python
passwords = [ #Some default SSH logins.
    "root:root", #This one is the least secure and ironically most effective.
    "root:toor",
    "admin:admin",
    "root:123qwe",
    "root:redtux",
    "root:admin",
    "root:1111",
    "test:test",
    "root:fernars",
    "root:loq2wbe:St",
    "root:test",
    "root:1234",
    "root:loq2wbe",
    "root:qwerty"
]
```

Figure 7. A hard-coded password list in the Kaiten infection script
Evidently, much like Mirai, Kaiten allows cybercriminals to grow their botnets and compete against others for control over devices.
Qbot: The Third Brother

Despite being older than Mirai, Qbot is still commonly used by cybercriminals; it has been active since 2008. Also known as Bashlite, Gafgyt, Lizkebab, or Torlus, this botnet malware has been around for a while, but more so than with the other two, time has not affected its popularity.

Qbot’s main feature is that its source code is made up of only a few files. Since the main configuration needs to be done directly from the source code, using Qbot might be difficult to the uninitiated. Its difficulty has resulted in many threads on cybercriminal forums that teach newbies how to configure this botnet malware. Plenty of cybercriminals are also peddling their “help” in correctly setting up Qbot botnets.

Qbot also supports a number of hardware architectures, as shown in Figure 10. However, unlike Kaiten, Qbot uses C&C servers based on TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and does not rely on high-layer protocols such as IRC.

```
20  compileas = ['ntpd', #mips
21        'sshd', #mipsel
22        'openssh', #sh4
23        'bash', #x86
24        'tftp', #Armv6l
25        'wget', #i686
26        'cron', #ppc
27        'ftp', #i586
28        'pftp', #m68k
29        'sh',
30        '..',
31        'apache2',
32        'telnetd']
```

Figure 10. A Qbot installation script snippet showing supported architectures

After infecting a device, Qbot tries to contact each of its hard-coded C&C servers until one of them replies. It then waits for commands before starting different types of common DDoS attacks, such as HTTP and UDP (User Datagram Protocol) floods.

More recent Qbot variants have added the ability to uninstall other pieces of botnet malware. As a result, should a Qbot variant successfully attack an already infected device, it would be able to kill its competitors. Figure 11 shows a code snippet that points to this feature.
This process-killing feature in Qbot also signifies that a war is being carried out among IoT botnet authors as they all compete for control of valuable devices. A recent example of this war is the appearance of the powerful Momentum IoT botnet malware, which we described in an article posted in December 2019. As shown in Figure 12, Momentum samples have a long list of process names related to other pieces of malware. These are the competing pieces of botnet malware that they are trying to get rid of. The complete list contains a staggering 438 process names, including ones that represent well-known botnet malware families such as Mirai.

![Figure 12. A Momentum botnet malware code snippet with a list of process names to kill](image-url)

This process-killing feature in Qbot also signifies that a war is being carried out among IoT botnet authors as they all compete for control of valuable devices. A recent example of this war is the appearance of the powerful Momentum IoT botnet malware, which we described in an article posted in December 2019. As shown in Figure 12, Momentum samples have a long list of process names related to other pieces of malware. These are the competing pieces of botnet malware that they are trying to get rid of. The complete list contains a staggering 438 process names, including ones that represent well-known botnet malware families such as Mirai.
In Qbot, we again see the same strategy we have observed in its two prominent competitors, Mirai and Kaiten: trying to “own” an infected device and taking it from its previous “owner.” These three botnet malware families are part of a competition to infect the most routers, where sharing a device is not an option. Figure 14 summarizes the characteristics of the three botnet malware families under discussion.

In the next section, we discuss the availability of these botnet malware families in the cybercriminal underground by looking at the different forums or markets for them.
IoT Botnet Malware in the Cybercriminal Underground

Cybercriminals are selling Qbot and a number of Mirai variants on underground forums, online stores, and even social media sites, including Twitter and Instagram. In general, IoT botnet malware rentals are very affordable and allows inexperienced low-level criminals to enter the field. Qbot rentals, for example, start at a mere US$5. The original source codes for Qbot and Mirai are free, but the price for modifications and new variants starts at US$30. This price varies depending on the presence or the absence of antimalware detection capabilities.

We have also observed several advertisements for guides on “how to make money off botnets” and the more basic “how to set up botnets.” The price range for these guides varies widely, with some offered for free and others sold at high rates.

Figure 15. A store offering Qbot and Mirai rentals, including setup services
Some underground advertisements offer a one-stop shop, with a private botnet variant, infrastructure setup, a bot killer, and a Telnet “brute-forcer,” all in one package. These services are more expensive and can reach over US$150.

The screenshot from Twitter in Figure 18 shows that underground forums are not the only ways for cybercriminals to advertise their wares. Mainstream social networks are also used in much the same way. It is worth noting that cybercriminals are also offering a “mini DDoS attack,” which is capable of creating a delay of 5,500 seconds, a duration of about an hour and a half. This might not be enough to bring a website down, but in the gaming world this is more than enough to win a game or make a server unavailable for a rival clan.
On Instagram, we found multiple advertisements for botnet reseller services. Ads often contain photos or videos showing off how much money one could make from the advertisers’ botnets.

Figure 19. An Instagram post advertising Mirai and Qbot rentals

The cybercriminal behind the advertisement on Instagram shown in Figure 19 is selling both denial-of-service (DoS) and virtual private network (VPN) services. This cybercriminal might be monetizing infected routers both ways. Not only is the victim’s router being used to extort other internet users via DDoS, but their IP address is also being used and shown as logged evidence in other hacking attacks.

Figure 18. A Twitter post advertising Mirai and Qbot rentals starting at US$15 a month
We summarize the range of prices for Mirai-, Kaiten-, and Qbot-related services we have seen available online in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mirai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rentals</td>
<td>From US$5 to US$15 a month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US$35 and up for lifetime rentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variants’ source codes</td>
<td>US$30 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rentals</td>
<td>US$15 a month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>US$300 with setup in 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US$5 without setup in 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free in 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qbot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rentals</td>
<td>From US$5 to US$15 a month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US$35 and up for lifetime rentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variants’ source codes</td>
<td>US$30 and up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup</td>
<td>US$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnet service with crypt</td>
<td>US$25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Prices for IoT botnet malware-related services as of March 31, 2020

As this section shows, IoT botnet malware-related services are not difficult to purchase and are available at affordable starting prices. Going beyond underground forums, some sellers have also boldly advertised their “products” on social media platforms. This could be reflective of how popular and accessible IoT botnets are in the cybercriminal world.
Case Study: JenX

In this section, we present an example of how attackers used a piece of IoT botnet malware called JenX to infect routers for their own benefit. We found it remarkable that the attackers did not appear to have high technical knowledge in conducting their campaign, based on their use of ready-made tools and on forums discussing the group. This case helps illustrate the kind of people who are in this competition to infect routers. The attackers in this case study can be considered “soldiers” in this turf war.

JenX was used against the Spanish gaming community of the popular action-adventure video game series Grand Theft Auto (GTA). It is based on both the Masuta and Brickerbot codes. That JenX and Masuta, which is believed to be a modification of Mirai, are linked is suggested by the appearance of the rather objectionable string “gosh that chinese family at the other table sure ate alot,” as shown in Figure 21, in both their binaries.

![Figure 21. JenX's source code showing the same single string found in Masuta's](image)

The C&C server for JenX was hosted on the main website of a group called San Calvicie, located at sancalvicie[.]com. The website also provided GTA multiplayer mod servers and DDoS services with a guaranteed bandwidth of 290 to 300 Gbps at a minimum rate of US$20.

![Figure 22. A pricing matrix including the price for a DDoS service called Corriente Divina (“Divine Current” in Spanish)](image)
JenX exploits two known vulnerabilities: Realtek software development kit (SDK) Miniigd UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) command execution (CVE-2014-8361) and Huawei Router HG532 arbitrary command execution (CVE-2017-17215). While these are old vulnerabilities, the unpatched nature of many routers means they could still be exploited successfully.

Posts on gaming forums have repeatedly pointed fingers at San Calvicie as the group responsible for DDoS attacks on other gaming communities. On one of these posts, a user has gone as far as establishing the nationality and other personal details of the group’s leader, as shown in Figure 23.

Since 2016, the Spanish GTA gaming community has been dealing with San Calvicie’s harassment of players, in addition to its own competitors in the DDoS gaming business, such as Fenixzone. Its other targets include Grand Theft Multiplayer (GTMP) servers and the aforementioned French ISP OVH.

According to gaming forum posts, San Calvicie’s leader has also attacked competitors in the DDoS business in order to coerce them into selling their servers to San Calvicie. In some instances, San Calvicie’s leader shuts down the servers after purchasing them. Apparently, the worm war is not restricted only to taking control of victims’ routers; it extends to taking advantage of armies of infected machines against the competition.

In 2018, GTMP switched owners when “DurtyFree,” its original owner, decided to sell it as they could no longer maintain it. A user going by the name of “Julice,” whom some have identified as San Calvicie’s leader, outbid the then-best offer of €8,000 (around US$9,000), which had been made by one of the coders of GTMP, who was looking to support the community. DurtyFree eventually sold GTMP and its source code to Julice for €30,000 (around US$34,000). Gaming forum members voiced their concerns about having Julice as the new owner of GTMP seeing as San Calvicie had developed a reputation for harassing other players. Some believed Julice would use the GTMP client to expand their 25,000-member botnet.
Several gaming channels on YouTube that occasionally include interviews with members of San Calvicie discuss the threat that the group presents to other gaming servers. 27 There is even a Change.org petition about this issue with more than 1,000 signatures calling for the banishment of Julice, who is also known as “Sergioo,” from the gaming community. 28
Some forum posts have also accused the suspected San Calvicie leader of hacking Paypal accounts. A GTA server that has been connected to San Calvicie, LS-RP, has also been involved in DDoS activity as recently as June 9, 2020, according to AbuseIPDB.
San Calvicie and its followers participate on a Facebook page called “Calvos for Locos” (calvos meaning “bald” and locos meaning “crazy” in Spanish). Posts include conversations about DDoS activity against other gaming servers, gaming updates, and complaints about gaming members.

San Calvicie is a stereotypical attacker in this turf war, that is, the group has an objective. In the group’s case, it is to further the members’ own gaming community by destroying their adversaries. They use IoT botnets in order to reach their objective. This entails taking over as many routers as possible and using their bandwidth to perform DDoS on other gaming communities or selling their bandwidth for someone else to hire their power. These DDoS capability could end up being used by other gamers, extortionists, and other people for whatever purpose.

This is not an isolated incident. The price of these weapons is so ridiculously low — often they are simply free of charge — that virtually anybody can join this war.
Conclusion

We have shown how malicious actors could use various tools to compromise as many online routers as possible, including those already in their rivals’ hands. In this competition, the biggest botnet has the most power, and each group actively seeks to wrest control of resources from its competitors. Cybercriminals use infected routers for different purposes, from selling services based on infected routers to attacking their own enemies, normally other communities or servers. But one thing is very clear: In this worm war, it is not enough for attackers to know how to monetize infected routers, nor is it enough for them to just know who their rivals are, but they also have to know their rivals’ weaknesses to be able to outplay the competition.

Ordinary internet users have no idea that this war is happening inside their own homes and how it is affecting them — which makes this issue all the more concerning. The bottom line is that responsible router owners in whatever setting should take proper care of their internet connections and devices. Otherwise, they run the risk of being victimized by cybercriminals, who could then use their devices to perform further attacks on others.

This issue cannot be more important in this time, when many people are staying at and working from home. Looking after the security of routers might mean the difference between being productive at home or not. Routers in a botnet expend resources attacking other people or letting cybercriminals go online, generally maximizing bandwidth meant for making work from home possible and convenient.

Taking charge of the security of routers and other IoT devices can save them from the interest of groups looking to expand their botnets. Users can narrow the battlefield and weaken the arsenal of these warring groups by reexamining the security measures for and the settings of their connected devices.

We recommend IT-savvy users to check the health of their routers at least once per quarter by following these steps:

- Check the logs for unusual behavior, strange accounts, and other anomalies.
- Make sure the router is running the latest firmware.
- Use a strong, hard-to-guess password and change the password from time to time.
- Disable remote login to allow only logins from the local network.
In this time of remote working, we also encourage IT staff to help other employees in securing their home routers. Each country usually has a limited number of router models issued by different ISPs. Creating a help guide for each of those is not only possible, but it will also help their supported users to stay secure while working from home.

Connected devices can also be protected by security software such as the Trend Micro™ Home Network Security31 and Trend Micro™ Home Network Security SDK32 solutions, which can check internet traffic between a router and all connected devices. These solutions, which also help users have better visibility over their devices and provide vulnerability assessment, can be essential tools for preventing botnet malware from taking over devices in a war where routers are the battlefield as well as the prize to be won.
Appendix

Indicators of compromise for JenX and Momentum are shown in Table 2, including related file names, IP addresses, domains, and hashes derived from SHA-256 and Telfhash (Trend Micro ELF Hash), a new clustering algorithm we have developed to help group Linux IoT malware.33

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malware</th>
<th>File name, IP address, or domain</th>
<th>SHA-256</th>
<th>Telfhash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JenX</td>
<td>jennifer.arm</td>
<td>a51c4e7bd27348bc24b69453f8e99b19e60727c48b362ec4cab911c495e21</td>
<td>a621e248a7001f22f08f4e835ae237b46b3890aa172855c575f0d5e4352f77561833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jennifer.mips</td>
<td>04463cf1f1f0f7c1f77f96c90f95c9b3463f39949a9b087f820edc9fe8f0c</td>
<td>2403a58f13f849f3818ddda8dd8a41f84f999f5763d00dd9f7a721a729c01c3c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jennifer.x86</td>
<td>01ca8fe678b8375b60ba9571a479044bda5d3b0bb5d2f966567f0bbbab96a</td>
<td>8ab1284a7a284f9f234d4a67b2467783036500f3f3264b944f46d6c1f193a18f5c48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50.63.202.73</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>184.168.221.51</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sancalvicie.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>skids.sancalvicie.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0c95e0a30e29e235df9e6f34a3024</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zebf5f62ce1d4f2b3d423c8a8ff6c7d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7d0e8a4030581</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5e15d835e5b14a54f131c05ca4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16c6e2059b96a5ab48f95f935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cbb805a80269688df</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Indicators of compromise for JenX and Momentum
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